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Investment Profile

HIGHLY PROSPECTIVE GOLD AND NICKEL PROPERTIES

Share Price ($) as at 16 November
2012

0.30

Market Capitalisation ($M)

19.98

Ordinary Shares (M)

66.5

Options (M)

49.5

52-week L/H ($)

0.05/0.41

Board and Management
Directors

St George Mining Limited (SGQ) is a mineral exploration company that commenced trading
on the ASX on 16 November 2010, raising $4M through the issue of 20M shares at $0.20.
The company is focused on base and precious metals. The company has projects across two
properties: (1) its flagship property at East Laverton in Western Australia (WA) ; and (2) Pine
Creek in the Northern Territory (NT). The company offers the opportunity to gain exposure to a
potential large scale discovery in Australia, which includes potenital exploration success by a
major mining company.

KEY POINTS

John Prineas – Executive Chairman
Tim Hronsky – Executive Director
Marcus Michael – Non-Executive Director
Major Shareholders

%

John Prineas

16.2

Impulzive Pty Ltd

13.3

Oceanic Capital Pty Ltd
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Top 20 shareholders

65.1
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Nickel Exploration Advances at East Laverton: The company is advancing exploration at
its 100% owned nickel prospects at the East Laverton Property. This includes the Cambridge
Nickel Prospect, a nickel target with known electromagnetic (EM) conductors. Drilling of
these conductors is scheduled to commence in November 2012. The company has raised
$735,000 from sophisticated investors to fund the exploration work.
Farm-In Agreement at East Laverton (Project Dragon): SGQ has entered into the Project
Dragon farm-in arrangement with BHP Billiton Nickel West Pty Limited (the Partner) in regard
to nickel exploration at the East Laverton Property. The arrangement covers the nickel rights
of nine tenements within the Property. The Partner may earn a 70% interest by sole funding a
bankable feasibility study (BFS), with St George Mining free carried for its 30% interest up to
completion of the BFS.
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Project Dragon Drilling Results: On 23 and 25 October 2012, the company announced
the results from the first reconnaissance drilling at Project Dragon. 35 holes were drilled for
8,560m. 28 holes identified komatiite utramafics. 8 holes intersected anomalous levels of
nickel and 2 holes intersected disseminated nickel sulphides (including 18m @ 0.4%Ni). The
drill results support the presence of an extensive and fertile, high MgO ultramafic horizon
permissive of a high grade nickel sulphide deposit.
Gold & Rare Earth Prospects Identified at East Laverton: SGQ has identified numerous
gold prospects and a rare earth prospect at the East Laverton Property. Large gold systems
have been identified at the Desert Dragon and Balmoral prospects through reconnaisaance
drilling and geochemical soil surveys. Drilling programs are currently underway or will
commence in the near-term to further identify the extent and quality of the potential
resources.
Large Gold System Confirmed at Pine Creek: The company has confirmed the existence
of a large gold system at the Pine Creek Property after the company reviewed historical
exploration information coupled with the completion of a Mobile Metal Ion (MMI) soil
geochemical survey. Historical drilling identified gold grades of up to 8.68g/t with an average
grade of 4.31g/t.
Cash Injection Required: On 12 October 2012, the company announced the completion of
a capital raising, wherein the company raised $735,000 from sophisticated investors to fund
the exploration at the Cambridge prospect at the East Laverton Property. Despite this capital
injection, the company still remains in a tight position from a cash perspective with the
capital raising taking the cash position to ~$1M. Given the average cash burn rate of $0.5M
per quarter, the company needs to raise additional capital in the near-term to continue to
progress Projects.
Attractive JV Opportunity: The highly prospective nature of the two properties may
provide an attractive JV opportunity for major mining companies. A major mining company
has already signed a Farm-In Agreement in relation to certain nickel prospects at the East
Laverton Property. In the Pine Creek region, the potential gold resource could be apprealing
to a company such as Crocodile Gold, who own the nearby Howley and Cosmo Gold mines.
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OVERVIEW
 SGQ listed on the ASX in November 2010. Since listing the company has engaged in
mineral exploration at two properties: (1) East Laverton in WA; and (2) Pine Creek in NT.
Throughout the two properties the company has numerous projects and a package of
tenements covering 3,250km².
 The East Laverton Property has gold, copper and nickel tenements. The Property includes
Project Dragon in which the company has entered into a Farm-In Agreement with BHP
Billiton Nickel West Pty Ltd (the Partner) through its wholly owned subsidiary, Desert Fox
Resources Pty Ltd. The Partner will have the right to earn an interest in the nickel rights
over certain tenements at the East Laverton Property. The Pine Creek Property includes
the Blue Thunder Gold Project and the White Strike Uranium Project.
 The company has recently identified rare earth minerals at the East Laverton Property.
The rare earth minerals will add value to the existing gold and nickel tenements.

FINANCIAL POSITION
 As at 30 June 2012, the company had $0.77M cash on hand with total assets of $1.1M.
We expect this to be depleted to around $0.38M for September quarter end. Over the
12 months to 30 June 2012, the company spent $2.2M on exploration activities. This is
in line with the $2.1M spent in FY’11. With the company spending $0.5M per quarter,
on average, the company needs to raise capital in the near-term to continue exploration
activities. We note that the company raised $735,000 in October to fund the exploration
activities at the East Laverton Property. Favourable drill results will provide the company
with an opportunity to raise further capital.
SGQ – Quarterly Cash Flow
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STRATEGY
 SGQ’s focus is on exploration opportunities in underexplored regions of Australia, which
have the potenital for large scale discoveries, such as the properties that have been
secured on the eastern fringe of the north-eastern Goldfields in WA and the western
section of the Pine Creek Region in the NT. Previous explorers at these two properties
have expended considerable funds to progress the geological understanding of the
properties. This has provided the company with a platform to accelerate exploration
activities at the properties. This strategy is intended to reduce the exploration risk
associated with projects acquired.

PROJECTS & MINES
Gold, Nickel & Copper

Gold & Uranium

East Laverton

Pine Creek



100% ownership



80% ownership



Exploration Operations & Mine & Infrastructure



Exploration & Mining Operations



Nickel, Copper , Gold and Rare Earths



Tenements & Infrastructure



East Laverton, Western Australia



Uranium, Rare Earths and Gold



Pine Creek, Northern Territory

EAST LAVERTON PROPERTY (100%) – GOLD/NICKEL/COPPER
 The East Laverton Property in WA is the company’s flagship property and includes
a package of tenements covering an area of over 2,000km². Assay results show the
potential for high grade gold and nickel mineralisation.
 The property is positioned along the Minigwal and Stella Range faults and covers the
southern continuation of the Duketon belt. There are a number of active mines and
advanced mining projects along the Duketon belt in the Laverton region, including
the Barrick Gold Yilgarn South operation which produces 352,000ozAu/pa, Crescent
Gold’s Laverton Gold Mine produces 73,474ozAu/pa and the Duketon Gold Mine
owned by Regis Resources, which is expected to ramp up production to approximately
110,000ozAu/pa.
 The company has entered into a Farm-In Agreement with the Partner, whereby the
Partner has the right to earn an interest in the nickel rights attaching to nine tenement
areas at the East Laverton Property. The Farm-In Agreement has been named Project
Dragon.
 The Cambridge Nickel prospect is 100% owned by the company and represents an
advanced nickel target. Drilling is scheduled to commence in November 2012. The
company was recently granted two new exploration licences adjacent to the Cambridge
Nickel prospect. These nickel tenements do not fall within the Project Dragon Farm-In
Agreement.
 The company has identified numerous gold prospects, including large gold systems at
the Desert Dragon and Balmoral prospects which the company believes are permissive
of large, scale gold deposits. Drilling is continuing to further clarify the potential resource
at these prospects. Drilling is continuing to further clarify the potential resource on the
property.
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PROJECT DRAGON - FARM-IN AGREEMENT
 SGQ has entered into a Farm-In Agreement with the Partner regarding some of the
nickel tenements at the East Laverton Property. The agreement includes nine tenements,
covering 498km² of the total 2,000+km² area. The key terms of the agreement are:
–

The Partner has a two year option over the tenements. The Partner will spend
$600,000 on exploration.

–

If the option is exercised, the Partner has the right to earn a 51% interest in the
nickel tenements by spending $3M over a three year period.

–

In addition, the Partner has the right to select any or all of an additional seven
tenements, totalling 470km² to be included in the agreement.

–

The Partner can increase its interest to 70% by sole funding a BFS.

–

SGQ retains 100% ownership to the gold and copper tenements at the property.

 If the Partner exercises the option to earn in interest in the Project, SGQ will be freecarried through to the completion of a BFS.
 On 23 and 25 October 2012, the company released drill results for Project Dragon. A total
of 35 holes were drilled for 8,500m. 28 of the 35 holes identified komatiite ultramafics
with two drill holes intersecting disseminated nickel sulphides. A total of 8 holes
identified anomalous levels of nickel based on a conservative cut-off grade of 0.25% Ni
in fresh rock (i.e. unweathered rock deeper than 100m below surface). These numerous
intersections of nickel provide further support of the fertility of the komatiite magmas
that form the ultramafic horizons being explored at Project Dragon.
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Significant Intersects

100% OWNED NICKEL PROSPECTS
 In September 2012, the company announced it is advancing the exploration of the
Cambridge prospect and initiating exploration at two new tenements (E39/1666 and
E39/1667). These nickel tenements are 100% owned by SGQ and do not form part of the
Project Dragon Farm-In Agreement.
 These nickel prospects are located on the Stella Range ultramafic horizon where
favourable results from the Project Dragon drill program have just been released.
 The company is currently undertaking a refined electromagnetic survey at Cambridge to
allow for more detailed mapping of the conductors. Drilling is expected to commence in
November.
 A regional geochemical survey conducted by the Geological Survey of Western Australia
identified highly anomalous nickel and copper soil samples on the new tenements
and the company has recently completed its own soil survey to better analyse the
prospectivity of the tenements for nickel/copper mineralisation.
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GOLD AND COPPER PROSPECTS
 SGQ has identified a number of gold prospects at the East Laverton Property from MMI
surveys, including Desert Dragon, Balmoral, Golden Dragon, Athena and Green Dragon.
Identified Gold Prospects

 The latest discovery was the Golden Dragon gold trend, a discovery which was
announced on 14 February 2012. The MMI survey conducted was an extension of the
Red Dragon target survey that was conducted in 2011. The survey confirms that the
Golden Dragon gold zone extends for 5km of the strike and the total strike length is
expected to extend approximately 15km. The Golden Dragon trend is the largest gold
prospect discovered at the East Laverton Property.
 During the June 2012 quarter, assay results from the drill program at the Desert Dragon
and Balmoral prospects confirmed large gold systems and the potential for high grade
gold.
 Drilling is set to continue at all the gold prospects.
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 There is scope for Volcanic Massive Sulphide (VMS) base metal mineralisation to be
located within the property. Anomalous copper mineralisation was intersected in a drill
hole during previous gold exploration, and this has given rise to the Commander Copper
Prospect. The geological setting of the Commander Copper Prospect is an environment
permissive of VMS mineralisation.

RARE EARTH PROSPECTS
 In 2011, a MMI survey was conducted at the Red Dragon prospect located south
of the Golden Dragon prospect. The company was initially testing the area for gold
mineralisation, however the testing has identified a prominent geochemical signature
indicative of carbonatite, which is prospective for rare earths. Given the results and
the existence of a number of rare earth projects surrounding the area, the company
will undertake further testing to identify drill targets for the commencement of a drill
program in the coming quarters.
 On 9 October 2012, the company announced an expansion to the rare earths prospect,
with the presence of a carbonite intrusive extending over 60km².
 The company has stated that the Red Dragon prospect has similar structural settings to
the nearby Mt Weld Rare Earths Project (owned by Lynas Corporation). In January 2012,
Lynas announced a mineral resource estimate of 23.9M tonnes at an average 7.9% rare
earth oxides (REO).
 The existence of rare earths would provide additional value to the company’s existing
tenement prospects.

PINE CREEK PROPERTY (80%) –GOLD/URANIUM
 The Pine Creek Property is located 200km south-east of Darwin, NT. The Pine Creek
Property is located in the western section of the central domain of the Proterozoic
Pine Creek Orogen (PCO), a major gold and uranium province in NT, with a known gold
endowment of approximately 11Moz. In excess of 3.7Moz of gold has been produced
from the PCO.

 The orange area highlighted in the above graphic represent the location of the Blue
Thunder Gold Project and the White Strike Uranium Project, which combined cover an
area of 1,253.5km².
 The tenements are surrounded by numerous other projects including Thundelarra
Exploration’s (ASX:THX) Hayes Creek Uranium Project, Territory Uranium’s (ASX:TUC)
Quantum Uranium and Rare Earths Prospect and Crocodile Gold’s (TSE:CRK) Howley and
Cosmo Mines.
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BLUE THUNDER GOLD PROJECT
 The Blue Thunder Gold Project covers 7 to 8km of strike along the Koolpin Formation. The
area was explored in 1990’s by Homestake Gold of Australia Limited. A large gold system
was inferred from Homestakes drilling yet the property was not explored beyond this.
 On 27 June 2012, SGQ announced the confirmation of a large gold system at the
Pine Creek Property. The company undertook a review of all the previous exploration
information and the two historical diamond drill hole results, which had significant gold
intersections. These intersections were confirmed with the completion of a Mobile Metal
Ion (MMI) soil geochemical survey over the target area, which included the two historical
drill holes. Results of the two historical drill holes are tabled below.
Historical Diamond Drill Holes

Hole

Depth (m)

From (m)

To (m)

Width (m)

Grade (g/t Au)

FEND 14

650

610

627

17

0.74

FEND 18

649

423

425

2

2.24

431

433

2

4.89

431

432

1

8.68

438

444

6

3.48

441

442

1

8.32

463

464

1

1.81

 The exploration review has also identified a new gold target in the north of the property,
which will be the focus of the exploration going forward. Further to this, the company
identified rare earth mineralisation on the property, which has the potential to add value
to the Project.

 The Project is in close proximity to Crocodile Gold’s (CRK) Howley and Cosmo gold
mines. Both mines are currently operating. The two mines contain 2.2MozAu across
the JORC category spectrum from Probable Reserves to Inferred Resources at grades
ranging from 1.2g/t to 4.6g/t.
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 The CRK gold mines boosts confidence in the SGQ Blue Thunder Gold prospects. If
SGQ can identify similar grades and proportional quantities of gold on their property to
CRK at the nearby Howley and Cosmo mines, there is the potential for a significant gold
operation at the Blue Thunder Gold Project given current gold prices.

WHITE STRIKE URANIUM PROJECT
 The Koolpin Formation is present on the Pine Creek Property and is the favoured target
for unconformity related uranium mineralisation. The PCO is highly prospective for
uranium and there have been recent uranium discoveries by the immediate neighbours
of SGQ’s property, including THX at its Hayes Creek Project and TUC at its Quantum
Project.
 Previous explorers in this area have focused on gold exploration and the uranium
potential of the tenement remains to be fully tested. A uranium radiometric anomaly
has been identified and may represent leakage from concealed unconformity-related
uranium mineralisation. Uranium exploration is not a priority at this stage, however
further exploration for uranium mineralisation will be integrated into the gold exploration
program.

Ownership Option Agreement
 Ownership of the Pine Creek Property is pursuant to an Option Agreement with Geotech
International and James Stewart (the vendors), whereby SGQ has the option to acquire
an 80% interest in the Pine Creek tenements (ELA27732). SGQ paid an initial option fee
of $20,000. SGQ has the right to extend the option for up to three years, at a cost of
$60,000 per year.
 Upon admission to the ASX, the company paid a one-off bonus payment of $60,000
to the vendors. Further to this, the company issued the vendors 800,000 options
exercisable at $0.20 at any time within two years of from their issue date.
 Upon exercise of the option, SGQ will purchase the tenements for a cash payment of
$500,000 and the vendors and the company will form an unincorporated JV. The vendors
will be free-carried until a decision to mine is made following completion of a BFS.
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PEER ANALYSIS
 We have split the peer comparison into two parts. The first section details peers of SGQ
in the East Laverton region and the second section details SGQ’s peers in the Pine Creek
region. The peer groups include exploration companies that have a focus on gold and/or
nickel in the East Laverton region and gold and/or uranium in the Pine Creek region.
Peer Comparison East Laverton Region (as at 22 October 2012)

Company

ASX
Code

Listed Ordinary
Shares (M)

ASX Price
(A$)

Mkt Cap
(A$M)

Project/Metal

JORC
Resource

South
Boulder
Mines

STB

126.7

0.96

121.7

70% Duketon Nickel Sulphide
JV (Nickel)

1.74Mt @
1.7% Ni

Sirius
Resources
NL

SIR

185.8

2.27

421.8

70% Nova Project JV(Nickel &
Gold)/Fraser Range

na

703,000oz &
380,000oz

Gascoyne
Resources
Limited

GCY

136.6

0.245

33.5

Glenburgh Gold Project/
Gascoyne Region & 80%
Dalgaranga Gold Project/
Murchison Region

Thundelarra
Exploration

THX

224.2

0.053

11.9

Red Bore Project JV/
Doolgunna Region (Copper &
Gold)

3.5Ml U3O8

Horseshoe
Metals

HOR

75.8

0.23

17.4

Horseshoe Lights Project
(Copper & Gold)

8.6Mt @
1.06% Cu &
0.13g/t Au

St George
Mining

SGQ

66.5

0.335

22.3

Blue Thunder Gold Project
(Gold, Uranium, Rare Earths)

na

Empire
Resources

ERL

150.6

0.045

6.8

Yuinmery Project(Copper, Gold,
PGM & Nickel)

1.07Mt @
1.82% Cu &
0.78g/t Au

Peer Comparison Pine Creek Region (as at 22 October 2012)

Company

ASX
Code

Listed Ordinary
Shares (M)

ASX Price
(A$)

Mkt Cap
(A$M)

Project/Metal

JORC
Resource

Emmerson
Resources

ERM

260.9

0.13

33.9

Tennant Creek Project - Gecko
Mine (Gold & Copper)

na

St George
Mining

SGQ

66.5

0.335

22.3

Blue Thunder Gold Project/
White Strike uranium Project
(Gold, Uranium, Rare Earths)

na

Thundelarra
Exploration

THX

224.2

0.053

11.9

Hayes Creek Project - Allamber
(Uranium,Copper,Gold)

3.5Mlb U3O8

TUC
Resources

TUC

125.4

0.093

11.7

Geolsec (Uranium)/Winchester
(Rare Earths)

na

Thor Mining
PLC

THR

440.5

0.015

6.6

25% - 80% Spring Hill Project
JV (Gold)

na

UXA
Resources

UXA

833.9

0.002

1.7

49% Nabarlek Mine JV
(Uranium)

na

INVESTMENT CASE
 SGQ provides an opportunity to gain exposure to a greenfields exploration opportunity in
a stable jurisdiction with highly prospective properties.
 The company has a clear exploration methodology that has already generated high
priority prospects and the involvement of a major mining company at Project Dragon.
 Initial results at Project Dragon are favourable and there is potential for a significant nickel
sulphide discovery in the high, MgO komatiites identified by the drilling program.
 Continuing exploration results will provide more clarity to the viability of the numerous
prospects identified at the company’s properties.
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CAPITAL STRUCTURE
 As at 16 October 2012, there were 66.5M ordinary shares on issue, 48M listed options
and 1.5M unlisted options on issue.
 There are three substantial shareholders (shareholding greater than 5%):
–

John Prineas (CEO): 16.2%

–

Impulzive Pty Ltd: 13.3%

–

Oceanic Capital Pty Ltd: 11.8%.

RECENT EVENTS
 25 October 2012 - Drill Results at Project Dragon.
 23 October 2012 - Nickel Sulphides Identified at Project Dragon.
 15 October 2012 – St George Fast Tracks Cambridge Nickel Prospect.
 12 October 2012 – St George Raises Funds to Fast Track Cambridge.
 11 October 2012 – Trading Halt.
 9 October 2012 – St George expands REE Project.
 27 September 2012 – St George Accelerates Cambridge Nickel Prospect Exploration.
 25 September 2012 – Annual Report to Shareholders.
 16 August 2012 – St George Identifies Significant New Nickel Prospect.
 23 July 2012 – Quarterly Activities and Cashflow Report.
 27 June 2012 – Pine Creek Confirmation of Large Gold System.
 8 June 2012 – Potential for Major Gold Discovery at East Laverton.
 7 June 2012 – Major Rare Earth Target Identified at Red Dragon.

BOARD AND MANAGEMENT
 John Prineas – Executive Chairman: Mr. Prineas has over 24 years’ experience in the
banking and legal sectors. Mr. Prineas commenced his career as a lawyer at Allwn
Allen & Hemsley before joining Dresdner Bank AG where he filled the roles of General
Counsel, Chief Operation Officer and Country Head. During his time at Dresdner bank,
Mr. Prineas focused on project and acquisition finance for resource and infrastructure
projects.
 Tim Hronsky – Executive Director: Mr. Hronsky is a geologist with over 20 years’
experience in the mineral exploration and mining industry. Most recently, Mr. Hronsky
has been providing consultancy services to clients in the mining industry. Mr. Hronsky
was a founding director of Emmerson Resources and a non-executive director of A1
Minerals Ltd.
 Marcus Michael – Non-Executive Director: Mr. Michael is a Chartered Accountant
by trade and is currently a Director of Marshall Michael Pty Ltd in Perth. Mr. Michael
has provided consulting services to public and private companies across a range of
industries, including mining, engineering, healthcare, retail and agriculture. Mr. Michael is
current an Executive Director of Argent Minerals Limited.
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permitted under the Copyright Act (Cth) 1968, you must not copy, frame,
modify, transmit or distribute the material at this web site, without seeking
the prior written consent of the copyright owner. Content on this web site
is owned by the business Independent Investment Research. Users are
prohibited from copying, distributing, transmitting, displaying, publishing,
selling, licensing, creating derivative works or using any content on the
web site for commercial or public purposes

Access by any user to this website does not create a client relationship
between Independent Investment Research and the user. Users seeking
to invest must obtain individual financial advice to determine whether
recommendations are appropriate to their investment objectives,
personal financial situation or particular needs, before acting on any
recommendations. Any Content is not for public circulation or reproduction,
whether in whole or in part and is not to be disclosed to any person other
than the intended user, without the prior written consent of Independent
Investment Research.

(b) Disclosure of Interest
General
Independent Investment Research, its officers, employees, consultants
and its related bodies corporate have not and will not receive, whether
directly or indirectly: any commission; fee; benefit; or advantage, whether
pecuniary or otherwise, in connection with making any recommendation
contained on this web site. Independent Investment Research, discloses
that from time to time, it or its officers, employees and its related bodies
corporate: may have an interest in the securities, directly or indirectly, which
are the subject of these recommendations; may buy or sell securities in
the companies mentioned in the Content; may effect transactions which
may not be consistent with the recommendations in the Content; may
have directorships in the companies mentioned in the Content; and/
or perform paid services for the companies that are the subject of such
recommendations.
However, under no circumstances, has Independent Investment
Research been influenced, either directly or indirectly, in making any
recommendations contained on this web site.
Corporate Research
Independent Investment Research has or may have, received a fee
either directly by a company itself or by a third party, to provide coverage
and/or corporate research (the “Fee”). Where a Fee has been received,
Independent Investment Research does not publish:
Buy / Hold / Sell recommendations for the security or managed
investment schemes.
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(d) Trade Marks
The trade marks and logos displayed on this web site belong to Independent
Investment Research or other parties. Such trade marks include registered
trade marks and trade marks pending registration. Users are prohibited
from using any of these trade marks, without seeking the prior written
consent of IIR or such third party, which may own the trade mark content
on this web site.

(e) Limitation of Liability
To the fullest extent permitted by the law, Independent Investment
Research and any of its officers, employees, agents, consultants or related
bodies corporate disclaim any liability, whether based in contract, tort, strict
liability or otherwise, for any direct, indirect, incidental, consequential or
special damages arising out of or in any way connected with the use of any
Content made available on this web site by any person or entity.

(f) No Warranties
Independent Investment Research does not make any claims, promises,
guarantees, representations or warranties regarding the accuracy,
completeness or fitness for purpose of the Content made available on this
web site. All information on this web site is provided to you on an as is
basis, without warranty of any kind either express or implied. To the extent
that research can be provided by third parties, Independent Investment
Research makes no warranty or representation as to the accuracy or
completeness of such information displayed on this site, and accepts no
liability for errors or omissions arising from such third party information.
To the fullest extent permitted by law, under no circumstances will
Independent Investment Research be liable for any loss or damage caused
by users reliance upon information obtained through this web site. It is
the responsibility of the user to evaluate the accuracy, completeness or
usefulness of any information, opinion, general advice or other content
made available through this web site. Furthermore, Independent
Investment Research does not warrant or represent that this web site
is error free or free from viruses or defects. A user must do all that is
necessary (including using virus checking software) to satisfy itself that
accessing this website will not adversely affect its system.
For further information, please contact IIR at: client.services@
independentresearch.com.au
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